ArcGIS 10.7 Issues Addressed List
ArcGIS Desktop (Also Contains ArcGIS Engine)
ArcGIS Enterprise
Analysis
ArcGIS Data Store
ArcGIS Enterprise Sites
ArcGIS Web AppBuilder
Disaster Recovery
Distributed Collaboration
Documentation
Enterprise Geodatabase
Feature Services
GeoAnalytics
Geoprocessing Services
GIS Server
Home Application
Installation and Upgrades
Linux
Living Atlas
Manager
Map Services
OGC Services
OrthoMaker
Publishing
Scene Viewer and 3D
Security
Templates
ArcGIS Data Reviewer
ArcGIS Monitor
ArcGIS Workflow Manager
GeoEvent Server

ArcGIS Desktop
Top
BUG-000114428
BUG-000088196
BUG-000094113
BUG-000095233

BUG-000097148
BUG-000098315
BUG-000103284
BUG-000103892
BUG-000103896
BUG-000105175
BUG-000106314
BUG-000110221
BUG-000110487
BUG-000110574

BUG-000110684
BUG-000111481
BUG-000112083

BUG-000112976
BUG-000112999

A reconcile and post fails for a specific version.
The Find tool prompts users to log in to an ArcGIS Online
subscription account even when they are not using any Ready-ToUse Services.
The license error message is hard-coded.
Incorrect data frame transformation method in the Data Frame
Properties dialog box when changing from the WGS1984
coordinate system to British National Grid (BNG).
Running the Synchronize Changes tool on a checkout geodatabase
with 'Reconcile with the Parent Version' check box unchecked
incorrectly removes the version and reconcile edits.
Sample returns Null data when the input raster is a mosaic dataset.
The Simplify Building tool does not reshape terraced housing in
ArcGIS Desktop 10.5.
Geoprocessing script generates an image output with a missing Esri
tile basemap when running the ConvertWebMapToMapDocument
and ExportToPNG functions concurrently.
The saveACopy method in ArcPy does not create the same version
as the one created when using the ArcMap GUI.
The Extract by Mask tool does not work as expected when working
with selected polygons and displays vertical lines in the area
outside the mask (polygon) limit.
The IRelationalOperator.Disjoint method returns inconsistent
results.
Connecting to a PostgreSQL geodatabase causes ArcCatalog to
crash.
Windows Groups receive the error message, "Layer is not editable,
unknown error" when editing an existing ArcGIS project file.
Accessing a geodatabase's locks information returns the following
error message in the Geodatabase Administration dialog box:
"Column value is null."
Running the RasterToNumPyArray function with a raster layer
created from a Web Coverage Service (WCS) returns the error
message: "Error 999998: Unexpected Error."
The ArcMap Buffer Wizard crashes ArcMap 10.6 and 10.6.1.
When performing a spatial join between two feature classes with
Global IDs and the output workspace is in a file geodatabase, the
following error message is returned: "The Fields collection
contained multiple Global ID fields."
Unable to define the layer extent when registering a spatial table
with a geodatabase.
The Export to CAD tool in ArcGIS Desktop 10.6 does not create
blocks in the output DWG file. This works successfully with the data
provided in ArcGIS Desktop 10.5.1.

BUG-000113178
BUG-000113289

BUG-000113306

BUG-000113336
BUG-000113368

Derived mosaic dataset created using Compressed ARC Digitized
Raster Graphics (CADRG) data does not show the raster data
properly.
The ST_intersects query runs much slower when querying a
geodatabase in Oracle after upgrading to a newer version.
Attempting to add a non-hosted ArcGIS Server feature service
containing empty feature classes from an ArcGIS Server user
connection to ArcMap returns the error message, "Could not add
specified data object to the map."
Dialogs that include the font picker control, including the Layer
Properties, Options, Character Marker Editor, and Label Manager
open very slowly.
Euclidean allocation, distance, and direction tools are much slower
in ArcMap 10.5 versus previous versions.

BUG-000113493

Mosaic datasets show areas of 'NoData' when using seamlines
generated using an area of interest that does not intersect all of the
mosaic's footprints.
The ACT feature does not upgrade when authorizing Drone2Map
causing ArcGIS Pro concurrent use license to fail.

BUG-000113535

ArcGIS Desktop displays an incorrect record count in the attribute
table of a point feature class within a SAP HANA database.

BUG-000113369

BUG-000113707

BUG-000113727
BUG-000113911
BUG-000114001
BUG-000114115
BUG-000114282
BUG-000114319
BUG-000114543
BUG-000114807
BUG-000114885
BUG-000114886

The ICursor.InsertRow method randomly inserts values in a table
when the text field length is greater than 999 in an Oracle 12g
geodatabase.
When exporting a joined feature layer with Global IDs in ArcMap,
the following error message is returned: "Fields contain multiple
global ids."
ArcMap does not export Arabic fonts (codepage supported)
correctly to PDF file format.
NVA queries with a 'WHERE' clause containing a period (".") and
without a spatial column does not complete.
Publishing a map service to a federated Portal for ArcGIS creates a
new identical item when the map service 'Capabilities' are updated
from ArcMap or ArcCatalog.
FME GeoPackage (.gpkg) line features are not visible if the feature
layer is directly added to ArcMap.
When running the Lookup (Spatial Analyst) tool, the output raster
only has one value whereas the 'Lookup Field' field has multiple
values.
JPG2000 images with the WGS_1984 Mercator_1SP projection do
not line up in ArcGIS Desktop.
The Reclass by Table tool provides incorrect output for raster
integer inputs.
Street labels are occasionally drawn upside down.
Iteratively running the Create Constant Raster tool to create an
integer output raster dataset fails to save at the third time.

BUG-000114964
BUG-000114977
BUG-000115103
BUG-000115147

BUG-000115186

BUG-000115265

Switching to JPEG compression causes nodata to display as black
rather than transparent.
The Export Training Data For Deep Learning geoprocessing tool
returns garbled text in the results with Japanese Locale in ArcGIS
Pro 2.2.
ArcGIS Desktop crashes on importing changes when running on
specific data.
When calling ITopologicalOperator::Buffer on a polygon, if the
polygon is degenerated to a point, the buffer call crashes.
When importing a raster in an enterprise geodatabase, the
following error message is returned: "ERROR 999999: Error
executing function. No raster store is configurated. Not running
inside a server process. Failed to execute (CopyRaster).''
One of the features found using the Spatial Filter tool is returned
twice if the data source is a PostgreSQL geodatabase.

BUG-000115412

The Trace tool fails to trace features in ArcMap.
Incorrect attribute values are returned when a Cost attribute uses
the Function Evaluator to scale another time-dependent Cost
attribute.
The ArcGIS Online routing service does not honor the override
settings when finding the best sequence.

BUG-000115580

ArcGIS License Server Administrator 'Diagnostic' and 'Status Inquiry'
logs translate dates incorrectly.

BUG-000115303
BUG-000115401

BUG-000115691

ProjEng: Port of LCC - bug when there is a latitude of origin but
missing 'Standard Parallel 1'.
The Create Thiessen Polygons tool fails with the error message,
"Failed to execute. Parameters are not valid. Error 000308: Invalid
Field Type" when Input Features have a Global ID field and the
Output Fields parameter is set to 'All fields'.
Unable to use the Pansharpen function to combine or merge a
colorized elevation raster with a hillshade raster.

BUG-000115691

Unable to use the Pansharpen function to combine or merge a
colorized elevation raster with a hillshade raster.

BUG-000115600

BUG-000115619

BUG-000115882

In ArcMap 10.6.1, an error occurs when attempting to export data
from the Table Of Contents for data stored in an enterprise
geodatabase.
Non-catalogued/DSN-less connections from ArcGIS 10.6 hang when
connecting to DB2 for z/OS databases when using fully qualified
domain names (FQDN).
ArcGIS Server cannot register connections to two different DB2
databases made by the same user.

BUG-000115920

Unable to publish a hosted service to a specific folder in the My
Content page in ArcGIS Online.

BUG-000115940

Excessive 'Fork' instructions in Driving Directions when passing
through intersections with turning slips.

BUG-000116031

The Nautical Miles conversion value is incorrect in
system\units.cpp.

BUG-000115801

BUG-000115839

BUG-000116047

The Cost Path tool produces incorrect output when a 'Flow
Direction' raster is used as input for distance and backlink raster.

BUG-000116589

The State Plane projection, NAD 1983 StatePlane Texas South
Central FIPS 4204 (US Feet) shows the wrong latitude of origin for
an ECW file.
Adding a Local Government Information Model (LGIM) parcel fabric
to a map is slow.
The Cost Path and Cost Path as Polyline tools with a 'Flow Direction'
input for backlink raster runs slow.

BUG-000116620

A memory leak causes ArcMap to crash when updating callout lines
with the Update Annotation tool.

BUG-000116644

A web map containing several map services with a large extent and
high number of feature layers crashes ArcMap 10.6.1.

BUG-000116229
BUG-000116267

BUG-000116730
BUG-000116811
BUG-000116872
BUG-000116909
BUG-000116910

BUG-000116912

BUG-000116915

Fix SQL Server shapes' shell rotation, even when converting while
shape validation is off.
Attempting to read the spatial reference of an LAS file with
incorrect metadata information causes ArcGIS Pro and ArcGIS
Server to crash.
Viewing the 'Collapse Related Features' rule properties
alters/influences other rules.
Rasters fail to load when the dataframe coordinate system is set to
GCS WGS 1984.
Enterprise Orthomapping workflow may fail to compute color
correction for the underlying mosaic dataset because parallel
compute statistics for the raster items failed.
When publishing a Web Coverage Service (WCS) to ArcGIS Server,
the coverage name is not correct in the response of a WCS v2.0.1
GetCapabilities request if the coverage name is not set to the
dataset's name when publishing.
The 'Compute Histograms' and the 'Compute Statistics Histograms'
operations fail with raster rendering services.

BUG-000116917

Using the Build Seamlines tool with the 'Disparity' computation
method for a mosaic dataset of scanned images produces incorrect
results.
The Generate Raster tool using the classify function does not write
the attribute table if the output is CRF in the cloud store.

BUG-000116939

In ArcMap 10.6.1, the Find and Find Routes tools initialize slowly
and cause 'AppHang' exceptions in severe cases.

BUG-000116916

BUG-000117127

The ST_Transform function fails with the error message, "ORA20002: Error converting spatial reference (SHAPE2)" when using the
custom spatial reference identifier (SRID) and geogtran well-known
identifier (WKID).
Printing a map from ArcMap using the ArcPress printer driver more
than twice in the same session fails with an unexpected error.

BUG-000117173

The Polygon to Raster geoprocessing tool fails to overwrite outputs
created in 'In_memory' workspace with ArcMap and ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000117069

BUG-000117194

In some instances, creating a replica returns the following error
message: "Safety level may not be changed inside a transaction."

BUG-000117271

ArcMap requests to GPServices that return large record sets does
not download the results if the path to the map document is long.

BUG-000117455

The Pre-100AD date values in a database must not stop the display
of the other valid rows in the table.

BUG-000119229

In some cases, route solver does not solve and returns an error
message when the U-Turn policy is set at 'Only At Dead Ends' and
the 'Reorder Stops To Find Optimal Route' option is enabled in the
Network Analysis extension in ArcMap 10.6.
Add support for TLS version 1.2 and 1.1.
ProjEng: Factory object additions and changes for ArcGIS 10.7.
The US Address - One Range address locator style returns no value
for Ref_ID.
Setting ISpatialIndex.AllowIndexing alters the ITopologicalOperator
operations result.
Specific lines and curves overlapping causes the Trace tool to fail.
If there are non-English characters in a connection string, the Copy
Raster tool returns the following error when importing a raster in
an enterprise geodatabase, "ERROR 999999: Error executing
function. No raster store is configured. Not running inside a server
process. Failed to execute (CopyRaster).''
Unable to create a second geodatabase using the Database Server
instance (SQL Server Express) connection if the first geodatabase is
connected.
Importing Unicode data into a SAP HANA geodatabase fails with the
error, "Inserted value too large for column" if the VARCHAR data
type is used.
Update documentation strings (docstrings) to reflect the new
mxd.saveACopy() version constants.

BUG-000119323

The Raster to Polygon tool with 'Create multipart features' enabled
locks the output for editing.

BUG-000117600
BUG-000117631
BUG-000117766
BUG-000117779
BUG-000117827
BUG-000118134

BUG-000118421

BUG-000118803

BUG-000118939

BUG-000119421

Euclidean Direction using high resolution data produces incorrect
output.
The Flow Distance tool produces 'NoData' for the majority of cells
when the input surface raster is not hydro conditioned.

BUG-000119422

The Flow Distance tool in ArcMap's ModelBuilder does not display
the 'FlowDistanceType' parameter.

BUG-000119419

BUG-000119423

BUG-000119424

BUG-000119485

The Watershed tool hangs when the processing extent is set to a
single cell catchment.
The Zonal Geometry as Table and Zonal Geometry tools generate
incorrect results when a field other than value is used. The logic for
calculating zonal geometry properties is not correct, and may cause
the software to crash.
ArcGIS Desktop 10.2.1 and the TLS 1.2 patch causes the
environment to crash when attempting to open ArcMap or
ArcCatalog.

BUG-000119493
BUG-000119534

The Sink tool creates two unique values for sink regions that are
diagonally connected. This is incorrect as diagonally connected
sinks must be identified with a single unique value.
The Path Distance Allocation tool produces incorrect results when
the source characteristics are specified.

BUG-000119760

Improve the quality and performance of the Sample tool.
Improve the quality and performance of the Extract Values to
Points and Extract Multi Values to Points tools.

BUG-000119993

Extraction tools return outputs with the incorrect spatial reference
when an output coordinate system environment is set.

ENH-000113705

Provide the ability for the PostGIS extension to be installed in any
schema and not be limited to the Public schema.

ENH-000116400

Ability to generate the portal.json from ArcGIS License Manager via
the command line without a GUI.

ENH-000117992

Document how to enable ArcGIS License Manager to be started
automatically on Red Hat Enterprise Linux server 7.x.

BUG-000119759

NIM097763

NIM099771

The abbreviation dictionary, used with the Maplex Labeling engine,
does not translate keyword phrases (multiword strings) consistently
when the phrases use repeated words.
Using the Import 3D Files tool with the 'Placement Points'
parameter to define a spatial reference places all models at 0,0
instead of on the points.

ArcGIS Enterprise
Analysis
Top

BUG-000112515

BUG-000116088

BUG-000119301

BUG-000120683
BUG-000120813

Analysis tools fail with the following error message when input
layers are from the Living Atlas: "<layer-name>" Expected to find
comma, colon or start of array; state : endOfObject; buffer : }.
The Find Nearest tool fails to run with the error message, "Find
Nearest Failed" when the ArcGIS Server hosting server is authorized
with a Standard (Enterprise) license.
The Join Features analysis tool fails in the ArcGIS Enterprise portal
when run between a GlobalID and GUID field, which contains
identical values using hosted feature layers.
The Esri World Batch Geocoder no longer needs to be shared with
Everyone to work in the “Geocode Locations from Table”
MapViewer analysis tool.
When using the draw polygon option in standard analysis tools,
after drawing a second polygon, the button does not toggle off.

ArcGIS Data Store
Top

BUG-000114229
BUG-000115617

BUG-000116290

BUG-000116403

BUG-000117309
BUG-000117892

BUG-000114229 The message “There is a database backup process
running” is returned when running the ArcGIS Data Store
configurebackuplocation utility.
BUG-000115617 Spatiotemporal Data Store Retention Policies are
not honored on Linux environments.
BUG-000116290 Upgrade is resetting the
ProductConfiguration.xml, which prevents ArcGIS Data Store from
setting required permissions on certain directories after upgrade
completes.
BUG-000116403 On Linux environments, the spatiotemporal data
store is not honoring the rolling-index strategy for shrinking indices.
Indices are always shrunk on a DAILY basis regardless of their
rolling-strategy.
BUG-000117309 Unable to configure a standby machine for a
relational ArcGIS Data Store after a large number of hosted feature
services are published.
BUG-000117892 ArcGIS Data Store has a remote code execution
vulnerability in the tile cache data store.

ArcGIS Enterprise Sites
Top
BUG-000115994
BUG-000115995
BUG-000115996
BUG-000115997
BUG-000115998
BUG-000115999
BUG-000116001
BUG-000116042
BUG-000116244

BUG-000116386
BUG-000116641

In Portal for ArcGIS 10.6.1, users cannot log-in to private sites on
Internet Explorer 11.
Internationalization is not functional on dataset page in ArcGIS
Sites.
Unable to chart data that is not anonymously shared.
Using the relative navigation to pages (per the documentation)
results in broken links.
Missing CSS resource on JavaScript API pop-up messages for logins
using sites in Portal for ArcGIS.
Race condition for private web maps sometimes causes a ArcGIS
API for JavaScript popup for credentials despite having a cookie.
Remove reference to Open Data from ArcGIS sites in Portal for
ArcGIS.
Unable to login to sites administrator over HTTP.
Items that are not shared with the selected group also appear while
configuring Category Card using a group within ArcGIS Enterprise
Sites.
For ArcGIS Enterprise Sites, when you attempt to access a secured
site and are prompted to sign in, clicking the sign in button does
nothing if the Portal is configured with anonymous access disabled.
Search does not work on page items within ArcGIS Enterprise Sites.

BUG-000118052
BUG-000118214
BUG-000118281
BUG-000118385
BUG-000118401
BUG-000118641
BUG-000119180

The thumbnail for items added via Gallery card fails to load when
the ArcGIS Enterprise Site is shared with everyone.
The Category Link widget in ArcGIS Enterprise Sites does not show
the correct URL when query by selected group.
Create webmap' and 'View metadata' generates incorrect URLs
when accessed anonymously in an ArcGIS Enterprise Site.
Editing a site's item details "Term of Use" section after the site has
been created does not update the "Custom License" section within
the ArcGIS Enterprise site.
Unable to download a PDF from an ArcGIS Enterprise Site with the
Download button.
Tag query configured for Category cards fails to return exact
matches in ArcGIS Enterprise Sites.
Anonymously accessing an ArcGIS Enterprise Site displays default
thumbnails for publicly shared items.

ArcGIS Web AppBuilder
Top
BUG-000103174
BUG-000107322
BUG-000107653
BUG-000110700
BUG-000111424
BUG-000111897
BUG-000113047
BUG-000113422
BUG-000114035
BUG-000115029

BUG-000116044

BUG-000116734
BUG-000117053

The Analysis widget in ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS
hangs upon selection if an annotation layer is included in the map.
"Smart Editor Widget" feature select fails to switch between layers
after loading/using the "Situatiol Awareness" widget.
In the Search widget of Web AppBuilder (Portal), setting the scale
parameter is not honored in the resulting search extent.
Unique values dialog box fails to populate in the Web AppBuilder
Filter widget for a large ArcGIS Server feature service.
Pop-ups display when switching between the Draw, Measurement,
and Coordinate widgets.
Web AppBuilder Coordinate Widget gives incorrect results with
'some specific coordinates' when the default WGS84 is removed.
The name of a layer in the Layer List widget and created from the
Analysis widget is duplicated.
When editing multiple features at once with the Smart Editor
widget, the updates are not saved.
The Query widget does not export the time values to a CSV file in
the Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS application in Portal for ArcGIS.
The ‘Move mouse to get coordinates’ statement must not display at
the bottom left corner of the Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS
application in mobile devices.
The legend in the Infographic widget in the dashboard theme in
Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS in Portal for ArcGIS 10.6 does not use
the field aliases configured in the web map if using the column
chart template.
The Attribute Table widget selections are not consistently honored
by the Edit widget.
The Info Summary widget does not update with consecutive
updates to the Group Filter parameter when the 'show all features'
option is enabled.

ENH-000099082
ENH-000102309
ENH-000112267

ENH-000113401

Allow the Time Slider widget to update start-time and end-time
based on user’s current local time.
Add Live Data options to Web AppBuilder Time Slider widget.
Enhance the Filter widget in WebAppBuilder such that a user can
search for a common word that is contained in a unique values list
and filter for all results simultaneously from each unique value that
includes that common word.
Allow infographic widgets in Web AppBuilder Dashboard theme to
show statistics of all filters that are turned on and not only one at a
time.

Disaster Recovery
Top

BUG-000106694
BUG-000112342

BUG-000115304

BUG-000116019
BUG-000117633
BUG-000120684

The webgisdr utility fails to run when the PORTAL_ADMIN_URL or
the services URL of any federated server is configured with
Windows Authentication.
A webgisdr incremental restore fails when the spatiotemporal
ArcGIS Data Store is registered to the hosting server.
BUG-000115304 In multiple ArcGIS Server machine sites, the
ImportSite operation modifies the server machine property options
pertaining to HTTPS on machines other than the one running the
Importsite.
BUG-000116019 Typo in the word "DESCRIPTION" in the webgisdr
utility usage.
BUG-000117633 In 10.6.1 and prior, the message bus platform
service may not be initialized correctly in all environments
The webgisdr tool fails to join the standby portal during a restore if
the primary machine's hostname starts with "arcgis".

Distributed Collaboration
Top

BUG-000114059

BUG-000115648

BUG-000116791
BUG-000117926
ENH-000086704
ENH-000113841

When a Web Map containing a Feature layer is shared to a
Collaboration Group set to "send as copy" the feature layer will fail
to copy over successfully.
A 10.5.1 Portal for ArcGIS Organization acting as a guest in a
collaboration fails to reference hosted feature layers created from
an xlsx file originating from a host 10.6 Portal for ArcGIS
organization.
When performing collaboration by reference with very large
datasets, size limitations on disk are encountered due to the large
source data files that are copied over.
Synchronizing workspace fails in a collaboration when the content
directory is on a cloud store for the guest Enterprise portal.
Provide the ability to share hosted feature service views with a
collaboration.
Allow Insights for ArcGIS content to participate in Portal-to-Portal
and Portal-to-ArcGIS Online Collaboration,

Documentation
Top

BUG-000093327

BUG-000107465
BUG-000115748

State in documentation that you cannot add a directory in ArcGIS
Server Manager if the identifying name of the directory matches
the actual directory path.
When building an AWS CloudFormation environment, the
enterprise geodatabase credentials are not configured according to
the documentation.
Indicate in ArcGIS Server documentation that deleting a service
from Portal also deletes the service from Server (10.6.1 and later).

Enterprise Geodatabase
Top
BUG-000108065

True curves of feature class are densified into linear segments in
the spatial view created.

BUG-000110574

Windows Groups receive Layer is not editable
Error “Column value is null” is encountered while accessing the
locks information in geodatabase administration window.

BUG-000110679

Connecting to an Oracle enterprise geodatabase advances the
sequence used to generate table REGISTRATION_ID.

BUG-000110487

BUG-000112976

Error ‘ERROR 000152: This user-schema geodatabase contains
registered data. Empty it before try to delete again.’ when deleting
a user-schema geodatabase using the Delete Schema Geodatabase
geoprocessing tool.
Unable to define the layer extent when registering a spatial table
with the geodatabase.

BUG-000113289

The ST_intersects query runs much slower when querying a
geodatabase in Oracle after upgrading to a newer version.

BUG-000113535

ArcGIS Desktop displays an incorrect record count in the attribute
table of a point feature class within a SAP HANA database.

BUG-000112171

BUG-000113707

Running ST_AsBinary on a Polygon with Specific Conditions Results
in Lost Connection to PostgreSQL Database Using ST_Geometry.so
Library
ICursor.InsertRow method randomly inserts values in table when
text field length is greater than 999 in Oracle 12g geodatabase.

BUG-000113886

ST_Transform Fails When Run Using a Specific Set of SRID's Over
Curves Containing Kinks or Almost Self Intersecting

BUG-000114001

NVA queries with a where clause containing ." and without a spatial
column can hang"

BUG-000114282

FME Geopackage (.gpkg) line features are not visible if the feature
layer is directly added to ArcMap.

BUG-000114806

In the ArcGIS Server REST API, the Create Replica is slowed when
the service uses CH1903+_LV95 (2056).

BUG-000113696

BUG-000115047

BUG-000115079

BUG-000115265

BUG-000115420

BUG-000115839
BUG-000115882

Slow performance while drawing layers from SQLite database
compared to File Geodatabase data.
Is_Versioned function filter logic fails to ensure unique record
returns which results in ERROR: negative substring length not
allowed" return when querying gdb_items.definition column in
PostgreSQL."
spatial query: one of the features found using the spatial filter is
returned twice with PostgreSQL geodatabase
The following error message, "Failed to connect. ORA-00933: SQL
command not properly ended" is returned when a user with
CREATE SESSION privilege attempts to make a connection from
ArcGIS Pro or ArcMap to an Oracle database.
Non-cataloged / DSN-Less connections from ArcGIS 10.6 hang when
connecting to DB2 for z/OS databases when using fully qualified
domain names.
ArcGIS Server cannot register connections to two different DB2
databases made by the same user

BUG-000115897

Polygon and Line Feature Classes imported into PostgreSQL 10.3+
using the Feature Class to Feature Class tool fail to draw and throw
'Failure to access the DBMS server' error

BUG-000116603

Truncate Table GP tool crashes ArcCatalog when fully qualified
sequence length exceeds 29

BUG-000116730

Fix SQL Server shapes' shell rotation even when converting with
shape validation off

BUG-000117069

BUG-000117148

BUG-000117721

BUG-000118159

The ST_Transform function fails with the error message, "ORA20002: Error converting spatial reference (SHAPE2)" when using the
custom spatial reference identifier (SRID) and geogtran well-known
identifier (WKID).
Create Enterprise Geodatabase tool allows a user to create a
geodatabase in the default 'postgres' database, but a direct
connect doesn't work with the 'postgres' database.
High rate of edit operations and reconciles generates lock
contention on the sde.states table in the version_util procedure
new_edit_state
“ERROR 001050 Either registered with geodatabase already or
cannot open the dataset” with sdo_gtype “4402” spatial table while
registering it with geodatabase.

ENH-000113705

Importing Unicode data into SAP HANA geodatabase fails with
inserted value too large column" due to varchar data type being
used"
Provide the ability for the PostGIS extension to be installed in any
schema and not be limited to the Public schema.

ENH-000117943
ENH-000120132

Enable ArcGIS clients connecting to the Oracle 18c release
Support Azure SQL Database Managed Instance

BUG-000118939

NIM054334

Provide a warning message when deleting SE_ANNO_CAD_DATA
column for CAD data in Oracle Geodatabase

NIM095718

Renaming a feature class does not update the g_table_name in the
geometry_columns table.

Feature Services
Top

BUG-000105679
BUG-000113654
BUG-000113840
BUG-000116056
BUG-000116237
BUG-000116972
BUG-000120681
BUG-000120732
BUG-000120733
BUG-000120734
BUG-000120735
BUG-000120736
ENH-000107671

The ValidateSQL operation always returns the value ‘true’ when the
data refers to the spatiotemporal data store for the hosted feature
service.
Publishing a feature service to a Spatiotemporal Data Store
converts boolean fields to string fields of length 0.
Publishing hosted feature layers in Portal for ArcGIS fails if the
ArcGIS Data Store resides on a machine with the hostname
containing two consecutive dashes ("--").
Exporting from a hosted feature layer item details page to a file
geodatabase fails in ArcGIS Enterprise 10.6.1.
Specific feature class published with a layer definition query as a
hosted feature service to ArcGIS Enterprise 10.6.1 returns incorrect
results for spatial envelope query at REST.
Set the "supportsAttachmentsByUploadId" = false by default if add
attachment using the uploadID parameter is not supported.
Querying using return distinct values and return count fails for
query layers.
ReturnServiceEdits response does not return deletes, even though
the delete was reported successful.
Vertical coordinate system (VCS) transformation not being applied
correctly through the feature service.
Inserted features from a previous sync moved out of the replica
extent are not included in the next sync as an update.
Replica resource will error when edits to attachments are
performed before a replica is created.
Multipatch services published from ArcMap to standalone ArcGIS
Server do not display in ArcGIS Pro.
Add an option to the deleteFeatures operation on the REST
endpoint for ArcGIS Server to toggle whether objectIDs of deleted
features are returned to the client.

GeoAnalytics
Top
BUG-000115868
BUG-000116246

GeoAnalytics Tools do not respect time zones formatted at the
dataset level for big data file shares.
The option to choose a GeoAnalytics Server is available when there
is no Hosting Server (ArcGIS Data Store) configured with the server.

BUG-000116687
BUG-000118168
BUG-000119526
BUG-000120680
ENH-000112920
ENH-000116029
ENH-000117611
ENH-000120679

Temporal filters created from tool parameters in Portal for ArcGIS
Map Viewer are incorrectly formatted and cause tool failures.
Generating a manifest for the NYC taxi dataset in the tutorial
doesn't return any datasets.
"Minimum number of points to be considered a cluster” parameter
of Find Point Clusters is not honored in GeoAnalytics Tools.
Long string fields representing geometry or time in big data file
shares cause failures writing to ArcGIS Data Store.
Provide the functionality of the 'Clip' tool in GeoAnalytics Server.
Provide clarification of 'Username' parameter of Register HDFS
(Hadoop Distributed File System) as a big data file share in Server
Manager.
Support all geometry relationships for the intersect method in
Overlay Layers through REST.
Add support for Union in Overlay Layers through REST.

Geoprocessing Services
Top

BUG-000104843
BUG-000114882

Geoprocessing services fail to publish or restart if the 'View results
with a map service' option is checked and the data source is a
registered enterprise geodatabase.
There is a noticeable performance bottleneck associated with
returning very large output result sets from geoprocessing services.

GIS Server
Top

BUG-000104306

BUG-000112070
BUG-000113625

BUG-000113688

BUG-000117453

BUG-000119425

When viewing data published from a federated ArcGIS Server in a
Portal for ArcGIS 10.5 web map, the federated ArcGIS Server logs
report the following severe-level messages even though the data is
viewable and editable on the map: "Failed to return the service
configuration 'Service_name.MapServer'.”
During publishing, layers within each geometry must be sorted
alphabetically.
Broken API Reference link in REST Services Directory when ArcGIS
Server is configured to HTTPS Only.
Portal for ArcGIS 10.6 fails to set the ArcGIS Raster Analytics Server
and returns the error 'Error while processing request. Internal
error. JSON response not set.', if the Hosting Server HTTP security
protocol has been updated to HTTPS Only.
Editing an ArcGIS Server System Service's settings in ArcGIS Server
Manager incorrectly adds an item for this service in Portal and upon
deletion of this portal item, renders the service unusable.
The 'SummarizeRasterWithin' and 'ConvertRasterToFeature' tasks
in ArcGIS Image Server crashes when trying to directly read an
input image service collocated on a cloud raster store.

ENH-000120740

ENH-000120741
ENH-000120742
ENH-000120749
ENH-000120750
ENH-000120778

Enable administrators to flag ArcGIS Server machines that are
undergoing planned maintenance in order to allow load balancers
to not send service requests to the machine for the duration of the
maintenance.
Add “Duration of Job” to the results for geoprocessing job queries
in ArcGIS Server Administrator Directory and ArcGIS Server
Manager.
Prevent publishers from viewing or updating geoprocessing jobs in
ArcGIS Server Administrator Directory and ArcGIS Server Manager.
Improve the performance of administrative and publishing
operations in a multi-machine ArcGIS Server Site when some ArcGIS
Server machines are down/unreachable.
Enable the SOC Heap Size to be configurable for individual services
on ArcGIS Server.
Allow users to track all log entries pertaining to any request in
ArcGIS Server.

Home Application
Top
BUG-000091680
BUG-000097243
BUG-000106466
BUG-000107116

BUG-000108020
BUG-000108074
BUG-000111326
BUG-000111436
BUG-000112414

BUG-000112456

BUG-000113395
BUG-000113429

Enterprise group membership detail display is inconsistent.
When a user logs in using a SAML enterprise account, the users first
name and last name are not properly saved.
Provide the option to open items in ArcGIS Pro.
Related records fail to display from a web map's pop-up if a map
service has "Allow assignment of unique numeric IDs for map
service publishing" enabled.
In Portal for ArcGIS, when using SAML-based authentication
(enterprise logins), initiating a logout from the ADFS identity
provider does not log the user out of the Portal.
When adding users to a group within the Invite Users dialog box,
the user search does not correctly query entered username values.
If a field has both Types and coded value domains, the types display
rather than the coded value domain in the Map Viewer drown
down.
The Microsoft Excel file is excluded when filtering 'Files' under Item
Type in the Contents pane.
When there are more than 25 groups in an organization with
update capabilities the Share 'Access and update capabilities' list
fails to display and order all groups.
When a hosted feature layer is shared to a group with update
capabilities, the layer's item details page displays an incorrect
sharing status for administrators who are not a member of the
group.
The Shape_Area and Shape_Length fields are not populated when
creating new features with a feature service template.
In Portal for ArcGIS 10.5.1, when choosing the Groups Owned by
Others option from the Groups tab, an administrator is unable to
view all groups in the organization.

BUG-000113963
BUG-000114391
BUG-000114601

BUG-000114657

BUG-000115314
BUG-000115874
BUG-000115964
BUG-000116056
BUG-000116246
BUG-000116533
BUG-000116534
BUG-000116674
BUG-000116687
BUG-000116820
BUG-000116870
BUG-000117193
BUG-000117298
BUG-000117425
BUG-000117494
BUG-000117581
BUG-000117645

The Last Name field displayed is empty while editing a user profile
that has been upgraded from Portal for ArcGIS 10.3 to Portal for
ArcGIS 10.6 in Japanese language.
Downloading Esri web app templates from the template's item
details page in Portal for ArcGIS results in 404 Not Found error.
When a non-administrative user shares an item with a group, the
administrator cannot see the names of the groups the item is
shared with on the item details page.
In the Map Viewer, when viewing a publicly shared editable service
as a restricted role user, the Edit button disappears after clicking
the Modify Map button, but re-appears if the layer is added back to
the map.
Publishing a layer with the pre-set Graduated Colors symbology
does not allow creating additional features in Portal for ArcGIS.
Notify the user when sharing a web map that contains subscriber /
premium content publicly.
BUG-000115964 The App Launcher becomes unavailable after the
external content is disabled.
Exporting hosted feature services to a file geodatabase fails in
ArcGIS Enterprise 10.6.1.
The option to choose a GeoAnalytics Server is available when there
is no Hosting Server configured with the server.
Unable to update the 'Who can contribute content to the group'
settings in Portal for ArcGIS 10.6 configured with SAML
authentication.
Active Directory usernames that start with hyphens are not able to
see their content owned within Portal for ArcGIS.
In Portal for ArcGIS 10.6.1 the "Forgot password?" option sends an
excessive number of requests when loading the page.
Temporal filters created from tool parameters in Portal for ArcGIS
Map Viewer are incorrectly formatted and cause tool failures.
The 'Geocode Locations from Table' analysis tool returns an error
message, "Mapping locator fields with input data fields failed,
please use another locator" when using a private geocode service.
Unable to share Insights Workbooks, Pages and Model items to
Everyone.
Feature layer editing performance slows when the feature layer has
hundreds of views.
Fields with a coded domain value in a view definition will display
the coded value instead of the description if the fields have been
defined.
Unable to take ArcGIS Pro licenses offline when the license
expiration date is not synced with the Organization expiration date.
Members with a username that contains an '@' symbol are unable
to update layer-level metadata for a service.
Choose Best Facilities analysis tool fails when generating facilities
with an invalid demand value.
Changing an items owner and moving the item to a folder that
contains an "&" ampersand creates a duplicate empty folder.

BUG-000117715
BUG-000117959
BUG-000119220
BUG-000119536
BUG-000120092
BUG-000120181
BUG-000120403
BUG-000120852
BUG-000120854
ENH-000092901
ENH-000112128
ENH-000112958
ENH-000114074
ENH-000114171
ENH-000115825
ENH-000119572
ENH-000120843
ENH-000120844
ENH-000120845
ENH-000120847
ENH-000120848
ENH-000120855
ENH-000120856
ENH-000120857
ENH-000120858

Unable to change owner of groups created from enterprise IDP
groups.
When using the Google Chrome web browser, individual map
service layers shift position in the Map Viewer.
Unable to update some group settings in Portal for ArcGIS
configured with web authentication and an enterprise group store.
The Group Category filter does not work when applied in the
'Content > My Groups' page in ArcGIS Enterprise 10.6.1.
Unable to publish hosted feature layer from a service definition file
after previously publishing a WFS layer from a hosted feature layer
from the same service definition in Portal for ArcGIS.
listDependents for an item returns an empty resultset when the
format is set to JSON.
Querying a hosted feature layer based on CURRENT_TIMESTAMP()
fails with the error message, “No records found”.
When authoring an arcade expression on a Hosted Table utilizing
the $feature operator, clicking Test does not validate the
expression.
Unable to filter content by group categories on the Gallery page.
Allow global navigation hyperlinks in the Portal Home Application
(Home, Gallery, Map, Scene, Groups, My Content, My Organization)
to be opened in a new tab with mouse right-click.
When Portal for ArcGIS is configured with German language,
update wording on the Geocoding menu list of countries option.
Provide ability to filter out Living Atlas content from the Portal’s
Gallery.
Add support for SAML enterprise groups when using Azure AD as
the SAML Identity Provider.
Add support for configuring a refresh internal on table items.
Enhance documentation to indicate that only Esri content is offered
in Living Atlas content configured in Portal for ArcGIS.
Remove the ‘Leave Group’ button for groups when the Portal for
ArcGIS identity store is configured with active directory groups.
Provide support for updating URLS in a web scene to HTTPS.
In the Join Features analysis tool, allow users to define which
record is kept in a one to one join.
Support three new data collection templates for natural resources.
Provide the ability to designate a web map for use in Collector for
ArcGIS.
Support adding GeoPackages as an item in Portal for ArcGIS and
ArcGIS Online.
Add support for publishing CSV data using MGRS and USNG
coordinates.
Show the cache status for hosted scene layers on the Item Details
Settings page.
Allow organization administrators to specify administrative
contacts within their organization.
Support partially updating hosted scene layer caches.

ENH-000120873
ENH-000120874
ENH-000120875
ENH-000120876
ENH-000120877
ENH-000120878
ENH-000120879

When creating a view layer from a hosted feature layer, provide the
option to preserve layer IDs when the parent layer contains nonsequential IDs.
Add ability to define an area of interest on hosted feature layer
views.
Provide the ability to pause a future scheduled synchronization job.
Update the organization page to allow administrators to organize
and find information.
Provide support for Hungarian and Catalan languages.
Provide the ability for map authors supporting offline field
workflows to create map areas from web maps.
Support the ability to configure a refresh interval on tables in web
maps.

Installation and Upgrades
Top

BUG-000113462

BUG-000116290

If the content directory in Portal for ArcGIS is set to a folder name
other than "content", upgrading Portal will result in a "content"
folder being created in the parent directory of the original content
directory.
Upgrade is resetting the ProductConfiguration.xml, which prevents
ArcGIS Data Store from setting required permissions on certain
directories after upgrade completes.

Linux
Top

BUG-000115618
BUG-000115640
BUG-000120686
BUG-000120737
BUG-000120738
BUG-000120739

Living Atlas
Top

Route Event layer created through a string/text based Route
identifier stored in an Oracle geodatabase fails to get queried as a
service on ArcGIS Server on Linux.
Failed to register a SQL Server database with ArcGIS Server using
the MS ODBC Driver 17.
PrintingTools on ArcGIS Server Linux fail to print any web map after
importing a root or an intermediate certificate until ArcGIS Server is
restarted.
Building cache tiles does not complete on ArcGIS Server Linux when
label expressions are used.
Software Authorization Wizard fails to authorize software in a
headless environment on Linux.
Check system limits using serverdiag, portaldiag, and datastorediag
on Linux will fail when the limits are set to unlimited.

ENH-000120811
ENH-000120812

Living Atlas content in Enterprise portal now has three new badges
"Authoritative", "Living Atlas" and "Deprecated".
Individual sublayer(s) from Esri boundary layer can be chosen to
run feature analysis tools Map Viewer.

Manager
Top
BUG-000088964
BUG-000105048
BUG-000107252

BUG-000116069
BUG-000118991
BUG-000120815
BUG-000120821
ENH-000112328
ENH-000120816
ENH-000120817
ENH-000120818
ENH-000120819
ENH-000120823

ArcGIS Server Manager does not show supported operations when
the Server Object Extension (SOE) has custom property page.
When search for services within the System folder, incorrect results
are returned.
Tile origin values are displayed incorrectly for cached map services
in ArcGIS Server manager.
Within ArcGIS Server Manager, administrators are able to change
the sharing properties of a hosted service owned by another user
when the service has been moved to a content subfolder in Portal
for ArcGIS.
Unable to open the Caching tab for a tiled map service in IE 11.
Update labels for WFS 'Force axis order' property.
Do not allow GetCapabilities and GetMap operations to be disabled
for Web Map Service (WMS) services in Manager as they are
required.
Display the expiration date for each licensed ArcGIS Server role.
When adding a new dynamic workspace to a Map Service published
from ArcGIS Pro, provide option to add a ‘Layers Folder’ workspace
type.
Support querying by Request ID on the Logs page in ArcGIS Server
Manager.
Add IdentifyTolerancePixel and listCustomCRS properties to WMS
service capabilities page.
Add 'Authoring Application' property to the General tab to indicate
if a service was published within ArcMap or ArcGIS Pro.
Provide a page for viewing and updating the status of current
geoprocessing jobs in ArcGIS Server Manager.

Map Services
Top

BUG-000102113

TrueCurve geometry polygon features in a map service cause the
GeoJSON-output REST query to fail, but HTML or JSON-output
queries succeed.

BUG-000114191

BUG-000119203

When running the Export Map operation at the REST endpoint of a
map service published from a versioned dimension feature class in
a geodatabase, the operation fails to return the features created in
a child version when that child version is specified in the
Geodatabase Version Name parameter.
In map services published from feature classes symbolized by a
representation with markers between dashed lines, the markers
are misplaced if the 'Endings' property is set to 'No constraint'.

OGC Services
Top
BUG-000094022
BUG-000100098

BUG-000109142
BUG-000113853
BUG-000114095
BUG-000114589
BUG-000115772

BUG-000118118
BUG-000118404
BUG-000119921
NIM062279

In ArcGIS Server Manager, block the ability to disable the
GetCapabilities and GetMap operations on WMS services.
Web Map Service (WMS) GetLegendGraphic request fails if the
Style Layer Descriptor (SLD) XML file used has more than 256
'sld:Rule' elements.
The GetFeature request to a Web Feature Service (WFS) service
shows a comma instead of a space between a coordinate pair in
gml:boundedBy tag only when defining the WFS version as 1.0.0.
The Web Feature Service (WFS) 'Within' filter does not return any
objects when used.
ArcGIS Server transactional WFS services (WFS-T) do not allow the
application of the value NULL in a Transaction Update operation
when the field is numeric and nullable.
A Web Feature Service (WFS) GetFeature request fails in ArcGIS
Server 10.6 if the data contains large amount of features.
When utilizing the GetFeature URL query on a Web Feature Service
(WFS) containing more than 300,000 features, the query fails after
attempting to run indefinitely.
Web Map Service (WMS) services crash with the error, "Error
occurred while processing request" when the source data includes
certain NetCDF datasets in map or image services are enabled.
POST requests to Web Feature Service (WFS) 2.0 services that use
stored queries fail with a 400 error.
The GetFeature request to Web Feature Service (WFS) version 1.0.0
shows a comma instead of a space between a coordinate pair in the
gml:boundedby tag.
Consider implementing group layers for Web Map Services (WMS).

Ortho Maker
Top
BUG-000120954

Block Adjustment fails in Ortho Maker when installed on a nonEnglish operating system.

ENH-000120950
ENH-000120951
ENH-000120952
ENH-000120953

Add support for generating reports in PDF format from Ortho
Maker.
Add support for importing ground control points from a feature
service.
Add a tool for performing volume calculations to Ortho Maker.
Provide validation for Principal Point, Konrady and Decentering
options on the Edit Camera Information dialog in Ortho Maker.

Publishing
Top
BUG-000112070
BUG-000113352
BUG-000118697

BUG-000120674

During publishing, layers within each geometry must be sorted
alphabetically.
When trying to overwrite a service from ArcGIS Pro, an error
message is returned, "Failed to publish web layer".
Display Field setting is not honored in REST service properties when
the layer is published from ArcGIS Pro referencing data stored in an
enterprise geodatabase.
Publishing hosted elevation layers using tile packages causes the
Portal Home Application to hang.

Scene Viewer and 3D
Top
BUG-000115514
ENH-000103534
ENH-000111432
ENH-000113132

Legend toggle is not available for tile layers.
Feature Search capability in Web Scenes.
Remove Living Atlas content out of the search result when users
search content in the portal organization.
Additional 2D icons for web scenes.

Security
Top

BUG-000096790

BUG-000097243
BUG-000102986
BUG-000107534
BUG-000108020

BUG-000110546

Entering an invalid format for the Subject Alternative Name
parameter while creating a self-signed certificate in Portal for
ArcGIS does not return an error, and the certificate is not created.
When logging in using a SAML enterprise account, the user's first
name(givenName) and last name(surName) attributes sent in the
SAML assertion response are not saved.
Passwords with '<' or '>' fails when setting LDAP as the identity
store for ArcGIS Server.
SSL Certificates with special characters in the password fails to
import to ArcGIS Server.
In Portal for ArcGIS, when using SAML-based authentication
(enterprise logins), initiating a logout from the ADFS identity
provider does not log the user out of the Portal.
Security Configuration in ArcGIS GIS Server fails to use Windows
domain accounts when the password contains the special character
'<' or '>'.

BUG-000112641
BUG-000112707
BUG-000114895
BUG-000117367
BUG-000117369
BUG-000117372
BUG-000117564
BUG-000117983
BUG-000120333
BUG-000120337
ENH-000114074
ENH-000116621

Invalid login attempts in the Portal for ArcGIS Home page are not
captured in the portal logs.
Reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) in Portal for ArcGIS Home
application.
Importing duplicate certificates with different aliases prevents the
new certificate from being exported.
Unvalidated redirect in Portal for ArcGIS.
Reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) in Portal for ArcGIS.
Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in ArcGIS Server
Administrator Directory.
Privilege escalation vulnerability.
Access control issue in the ArcGIS Server tile handler.
Reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) in the Portal for ArcGIS Home
application.
Unvalidated redirect issue in Portal for ArcGIS.
Add support for SAML enterprise groups when using Azure AD as
the SAML Identity Provider.
Add the ability to modify the maximum token expiration time of
tokens generated to login to Portal for ArcGIS when using IDPinitiated logins.

Templates
Top

BUG-000112828
BUG-000113745
BUG-000114351
BUG-000115144
BUG-000115893
ENH-000115632
ENH-000120676
ENH-000120677

A Web App created using the Public Information template does not
honor the ArcGIS Online Organizational account settings for a scale
bar.
Minimal gallery must allow filter by item type.
Heat map does not display in print preview of StoryMap Cascade.
Viewing applications created from ArcGIS Online on mobile devices
redirect the URLs to the Content page.
Multiple pins appear in Geoform map if searching more than one
address, and cannot be cleared. Only the last pin added will be
submitted.
Allow "Minimal Gallery" App to prompt users to log into AGOL if
there is non-public content in the gallery.
Minimal Gallery: Provide option to open document link item types
instead of opening their item page.
Add the locate button widget to the configuration of Media Map.

ArcGIS Data Reviewer
Top

BUG-000113046

Error encountered when using the WMXReviewer.StartSession
command with the LaunchArcMap step in ArcGIS Workflow
Manager and the Reviewer session no longer exists.

BUG-000114123
BUG-000114341
BUG-000115606
BUG-000118435
BUG-000118824

Incorrect string values for custom spatial relationships in Types of
spatial relationships that can be validated topic.
Data Reviewer Version Differences fails with the error message, "An
unexpected error occurred" when inserts between two versions
have the same Object ID.
ArcMap crash with Valency check that contains a comparison rule
and a where clause that references a string field.
Connectivity Rules check returns incorrect results with edge-edge
Geometric Network connectivity rule.
The Execute Reviewer Batch Job geoprocessing tool's Changed
Features Only option is not honored when set as a model
parameter.

ArcGIS Monitor
Top

BUG-000116732
BUG-000116955
BUG-000117264
BUG-000118926
ENH-000119178

ArcGIS Monitor Administrator repeats the following error “User:
"user" failed to create. Username already exists” upon opening a
connection, once adding a duplicate user fails.
Post install of ArcGIS Monitor does not update the password after
installation and displays the default password.
ArcGIS Monitor fails to add HTTP Counter for a file type JSON
Hosted on the IIS Server.
Running Programs and Features repair process for ArcGIS Monitor
corrupts the ArcGIS Monitor installation.
Add more detailed instructions for configuring SSL Certificates with
ArcGIS Monitor.

ArcGIS Workflow Manager
Top

BUG-000112087
BUG-000114825
BUG-000115160
BUG-000115520
BUG-000116384
TFS 57805
TFS58127

(Server) Changes to the field order of the extended properties table
are not reflected in the ArcGIS Workflow Manager for Server
Javascript Viewer.
(Desktop) The Job Query Results window in ArcGIS Workflow
Manager Desktop does not honor the Order By clause.
(Server) Unable to Retrieve Portal Users from Workflow Manager
REST endpoint when user is logged in.
(Desktop) Locks on a file geodatabase do not release after the
Define LOI workflow is executed.
(Desktop) The All Jobs general query does not return any records.
(Desktop) Allow Python for Portal users.
(Desktop) Replication fails when using the Portal user store.

GeoEvent Server
Top
BUG-000097348

Event Volume Controller Processor logs an error
"java.lang.StackTraceElement" for each unique GeoEvent.

BUG-000108197
BUG-000112333
BUG-000113969
BUG-000114501
BUG-000117348
BUG-000117360
BUG-000119717
ENH-000116592
ENH-000118941

GeoJSON adapter is converting zero values ingest as Date to
negative epoch values.
Hosted feature service discovery fails to include feature service's
feature layers.
The Replace All GeoFences in Category checkbox always shows as
checked in the Edit GeoFence Synchronization Rule window.
Address known vulnerabilities in versions of the Jackson libraries
used in GeoEvent Server 10.6.1.
Spatiotemporal big data store map services do not honor False
specification of the HasLiveData parameter.
Web maps are slow to load when HasLiveData is set to true for
spatiotemporal big data store hosted feature services.
GeoEvent Service validation fails to catch loops in Apache Camel
routes.
Update spatiotemporal big data store and relational feature service
publishing workflows to support hosted feature layer views.
Feature services published with HasZ option checked are not zenabled when published to a local non-hosted server.

